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Abstract
How do cognitive and perceptual load affect the way we experience the world when the visual
scene is incomplete or partially occluded? The present study seeks to answer this question with a
series of experiments based on primed matching, amodal completion, and load theory. In
Experiment 1, we replicated results that amodal completion is automatic and supports multiple
possible completions. In Experiment 2, we found that working memory load decreases the
priming effects of both partially occluded and fully visible shapes. In Experiment 3, we found
that perceptual load decreases the priming effect of partially occluded shapes more so than that
of unoccluded shapes. In general, perceptual load differentially interferes with amodal
completion. We conclude that amodal completion of multiple possibilities occur serially, and that
these completions are most differently represented early on in the perceptual processing stream
from those of unoccluded shapes.
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Introduction
How does our attention interact with the way we see the world? Seeing the world involves more
mental processes than simply intaking visual information like a camera. Oftentimes we must fill
in the blanks, and infer the objects that are in our field of view, for example when the visual
scene is incomplete or partially obstructed. This filling-in process has been studied under the
term ‘amodal completion’ (Michotte, Thinès, & Crabbé, 1964). The primary intention of the
present study is to test whether documented limitations on visual attention also affect the process
of amodal completion.

Amodal Completion
Amodal completion can be thought of as any process that involves extrapolating an object's
shape from a limited visual portion of it (Hazenberg, & van Lier, 2018). The ubiquity of amodal
completion becomes clear when considering the problem of perceiving our three-dimensional
world in which multiple objects are present and overlap and occlude each other. What is unclear
is how the internal representation of a partially occluded object compares to that of a fully visible
object.

Sekuler and Palmer (1992) devised an experimental paradigm that incorporated primed
matching with amodally completed primes to elucidate the internal representations of partially
occluded shapes (Figure 1a). In short, primed matching involves a primary task in which the
participant must respond whether a pair of target shapes on the screen are the same or different as
quickly as possible. A prime is displayed before each target trial. The effect of such primes on a
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mismatching pair of targets is unclear as by definition each target shape will be differentially
primed. However, in matching trials, response times are significantly faster when the prime was
congruent (the same exact shape as the target pair) compared to trials for which the prime is
incongruent (different from the matching target pair), (Beller, 1971).

Figure 1a — This is an example primed matching trial from van Lier, Leeuwenberg, and van der Helm
(1995b), specifically under occlusion prime, and matching global completion target conditions.

Using the same primed matching paradigm, Sekuler and Palmer (1992) found that
partially occluded and fully visible primes resulted in similar decreases in response times to
matching target pairs (Figure 1a). These amodal priming effects only occurred when the prime
was displayed for longer than 200 ms. The authors concluded that amodal completion is an
automatic process that takes as little as 200 ms to be represented in a similar way to an
unoccluded shape. This specific paradigm has been extended in several ways to investigate how
time, shape properties, semantically meaningful stimuli and prior knowledge affect amodal
completion (van Lier, Leeuwenberg, & van der Helm, 1995a; van Lier, Leeuwenberg, & van der
Helm, 1995b; de Wit, & van Lier, 2002; Vrins, de Wit, & van Lier, 2009; Yun, Hazenberg, & van
Lier, 2018).
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Of particular interest to the present paper are those studies that investigated how shape
properties can affect amodal completion as evidenced by differences in the magnitude of the
amodal priming effect. In a pair of studies published in 1995, van Lier, Leeuwenberg, and van
der Helm investigated the primed matching paradigm with partially occluded shapes that had
multiple possible amodal completions. Specifically, they designed amodal primes to have
different completion properties: global, local, and anomalous (Figure 1b). Global completions
are shapes with at least three axes of symmetry or shapes that are rotation symmetric for more
than two rotations. Local completions are shapes for which the lines at the point of occlusion are
extended until they intersect to form a closed shape. Lastly, anomalous completions lack any
uniformity between the visible portion and the portion “behind” the occluder.
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Figure 1b — This is an example an occlusion prime and each of its three possible completions from in van
Lier, Leeuwenberg, and van der Helm (1995b). In this particular study, authors testing primed matching
using six shape sets, including the one pictured here.

Findings from this study and a conceptual replication indicate that amodal primes are
most often completed based on global shape properties. Evidence comes from the tendency for
amodal primes to affect response times to a similar degree as global primes. Depending on the
study and shape set, the local and anomalous completions can be primed by the amodal
completion to varying degrees, but the global completion is typically the strongest. This
similarity in priming effect magnitude led to the conclusion that partially occluded objects are
typically internally represented as the global completion. As for the amodal priming effects on
other completions, researchers offer two interpretations: that amodal completion generates a
“fuzzy” completion relatively similar to global and local completions, or that we automatically
generate multiple possible, amodal completions of a partially occluded shape (Leeuwenberg, &
van der Helm, 1995a; Leeuwenberg, & van der Helm, 1995b; de Wit, & van Lier, 2002). In
Experiment 3, we will offer our own evidence in support of the former interpretation.

Load Theory
Lavie and colleagues offer a framework of attentional selection that guides the attentional
manipulations we performed to investigate our initial research question. This framework is called
load theory. As outlined in Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding (2004), load theory was designed
to account for attentional selection and the debate between early and late selection. In short, early
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selection is the view that narrow attention to task-relevant stimuli ensures any irrelevant
distractors are ignored, not perceived and thus unable to reach conscious awareness (Broadbent,
1958; Neisser and Becklen, 1975; Lavie, 2006). Alternatively, adherents to late selection contend
that attention filters out distractors later in the processing stream, relying on more domain
general cognitive mechanisms as opposed to lower level sensory attentiveness (Deutsch and
Deutsch, 1963; Tipper, 1985). The alternative, Lavie and colleagues suggest, is that there are two
types of selection, cognitive selection and perceptual selection, that each occur at different levels
of processing. These selection stages present themselves under different kinds of load— working
memory load and perceptual load (Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding, 2004; Lavie, 2006;
Cartwright-Finch, & Lavie, 2007).

Higher levels of working memory load hinder the so-called cognitive selection
mechanism by taxing the higher level, domain-general resources responsible for filtering out
distractors in late selection theories. Evidence for this phenomenon comes from a variety of
dual-task experiments requiring participants to perform attention-based tasks under varying
levels of working memory load (Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding, 2004; De Fockert &
Bremner, 2011). For example, de Focket and Bremner (2011) implemented an inattentional
blindness task that required participants to determine which of two lines (horizontal or vertical)
was longer and examined the rate of inattentional blindness under conditions of high and low
working memory load. The inattentional-blindness manipulation involved detecting an irrelevant
“critical item” — a small low-contrast square — on the penultimate (4th of 5) line task. While
participants were doing this line discrimination task, they were also required to hold an array of
numbers in their mind and were tested on their memory every, meaning every fifth trial a
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memory probe was presented until response followed by a new memory set (Figure 2 for
example trials). We refer to this dual-task manipulation as “wrapping” the working memory load
task around the primary task.

Figure 2 — Adapted from de Focket and Bremner (2011). This is an example of two line trials combined
with a high working memory load task. For a given load set, 5 of these line task trials are shown prior to
the memory probe. When the memory set consisted of six unique digits (high load, pictured here)
participants more frequently detected the probe than when the memory set consisted of one digit (low
load). On the penultimate line discrimination display a faint probe (the critical item) could be presented.

Researchers found that participants were more likely to detect the probes on inattentional
blindness trials when they had memorized six unique digits than when only memorizing one
digit. Researchers interpreted results from this and other similar dual-task manipulations to
indicate that holding information in working memory taxes cognitive machinery also involved in
filtering out task-unrelated stimuli (Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding, 2004; De Fockert &
Bremner, 2011).

As for perceptual selection, the story is flipped; higher levels of perceptual load decrease
distractor interference via a bottleneck effect. Research on perceptual load utilized the same
dual-task structure. The definition of perceptual load in this context refers to the difficulty with
which target stimuli are distinguished from irrelevant stimuli at a perceptual level (Lavie, 2006).
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Perceptual load is typically operationalized with a search set— a group of letters with a
predetermined target letter amongst them. In a low load condition, all non-targets are the same
and easily distinguished from the target, resulting in a pop-out effect. High load conditions
included non-target letters that are varied and visually similar to the target (Figure 3).
Participants were less likely to detect unexpected probe items on an inattentional blindness task
in the high perceptual load condition compared to the low perceptual load condition (Lavie,
Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding, 2004; Cartwright-Finch & Lavie, 2007). This effect remains even
when changes are expected, as Lavie (2006) found when participants were tasked with detecting
changes between two scenes, high perceptual load increased the prevalence of change blindness.
Thus, in addition to a late stage cognitive filter, attention can also select at an early perceptual
stage and determine what reaches conscious awareness.

Figure 3 — Adapted from Lavie (2006). On the left is the low perceptual load manipulation and on the
right is the high perceptual load manipulation, each coupled with the change blindness task. When scenes
flickered and reappeared, participants were significantly more likely to identify possible changes in the
scenes under low perceptual load.
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Integrating Experimental Paradigms
General Hypotheses

Based on the literature documented above we generated two main hypotheses designed to guide
the experimental integration of the aforementioned paradigms. It is important to note that these
hypotheses are not mutually exclusive.
I.

Amodally completed shapes are differentially represented, and thus processed, by higher
level cognitive machinery such as working memory compared to the unoccluded shapes.

II.

Amodally completed shapes are differentially represented, and thus processed, by lower
level perceptual machinery affected by perceptual load compared to the unoccluded
shapes.

In Experiment 1, we establish that we can measure effects of amodal completion in a primed
matching paradigm using a novel set of stimuli, which serves as the primary task for the
following two experiments. Evidence in support of hypothesis I depends on results that indicate
working memory load has a greater effect in diminishing the priming effect of amodal primes
relative to unoccluded primes. Hypothesis I was investigated in Experiment 2. Similarly,
evidence in support of hypothesis II depends on results that indicate perceptual load has greater
effect in diminishing the priming effect of amodal primes relative to unoccluded primes.
Hypothesis II was investigated in Experiment 3. As a note, we hold that it is possible for internal
representations of unoccluded and amodally completed shapes to differ at both stages in the
processing stream.
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Introduction to Experimental Paradigm

The aforementioned studies were all performed in a laboratory setting. Our data was collected
between 2021 and 2022 when the COVID-19 pandemic required data collection to be performed
online. Thus, we first needed to extend the amodal completion, primed matching paradigm to an
online data collection format; this extension serves as Experiment 1 of the present paper. We
used three distinct shape sets with two possible completions for a given occlusion prime (Figure
4). For simplicity, we refer to each completion as either Likely or Unlikely, rather than using the
aforementioned shape properties to distinguish each completion. The a priori likelihood of each
completion is based on results from van Lier, Leeuwenberg, and van der Helm (1995b) and de
Wit & Van Lier (2002). We manipulated three levels of shape type (cross, star, burst), three levels
of prime type (amodal, likely, unlikely), two levels of target shape (likely, unlikely) and two
levels of target type (matching, mismatching).
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Figure 4a — Adapted from van Lier, Leeuwenberg, and van der Helm (1995b), this shape set includes a
global completion that we refer to as the Likely completion and a local completion that we refer to as the
Unlikely completion. When priming with an unoccluded completion the occluder is displayed “behind”
the shape to control for visual load.

Figure 4b — Adapted from van Lier, Leeuwenberg, and van der Helm (1995b), this shape set includes a
global completion that we refer to as the Likely completion and a local completion that we refer to as the
Unlikely completion. Note, this differs in slight ways from the set it is adapted from. Specifically, the
Unlikely completion was made to have an additional axis of symmetry to promote some measure of
priming effect.
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Figure 4c — Adapted from de Wit & Van Lier (2002), this shape set includes a global completion that we
refer to as the Likely completion and an anomalous completion that we refer to as the Unlikely
completion.

We planned two more experiments to extend Experiment 1, manipulating working
memory load and perceptual load, Experiments 2 and 3 respectively. The load manipulations for
Experiments 2 and 3 mirrored those applied to the aforementioned attention-based tasks in the
load theory literature. For Experiment 2, working memory load sets and probes were similarly
“wrapped” around primed matching trials (Figure 9). Each participant received an equal amount
of correct and incorrect probes. We manipulated two levels of working memory load (high, low)
in addition to the shape type, prime type, target shape, and target type manipulations.

For Experiment 3, perceptual load search sets (pictured in Figure 12) were displayed
surrounding the prime for the matching task. The visual search either task involved a high
perceptual load (4 different letters) or a low perceptual load (1 target letter and 3 identical
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dstractors). Unlike working memory load, the perceptual load manipulation is contained to the
priming display. We saw it fitting to limit the perceptual load to the initial representation of the
prime shape, rather than during any form of downstream recall that may occur upon responding
to the target pair. According to load theory, lower perceptual load leaves more resources
available for processing information beyond the search task, the prime in this case. When
perceptual load is high, the search task requires more of these resources. With resources
preoccupied by the search task, processing of the prime is disrupted.

Participants were required to indicate the location of a target letter only after they had
finished the matching trial. While this introduced some working memory component to the task
(i.e., remembering the location of the target), this was minimal and in our view unproblematic
given that such load was equivalent in high and low perceptual load trials. Additionally, all
possible target locations were displayed for every participant within each load condition in order
to control for target locations interacting with spatial attention. Lastly, an interim slide was
displayed for 1000 ms before each trial reminding participants to keep their fingers on the
response buttons for the matching task, so that responding to the search probe would not
diminish performance on the matching task.

Experiment 1: Amodal completion and primed matching task
The first experiment is an extension of van Lier, Leeuwenberg, & Helm (1995) to an online
format. The goal of this experiment was to establish the validity of online presentation of this
primed matching, amodal completion paradigm. Accordingly, our hypothesis was that we would
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find that mean response times following congruent primes would be the fastest, followed by
amodal primes, followed by incongruent primes.

Methods:
Subjects.
Participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com), using Cloud
Research (www.cloudresearch.com) which filters out poor MTurk respondents. Additionally, we
limited the sample to participants who speak English, are from the United States, and have 97%
or above mturk approval rating with at least 1000 studies approved. We collected data from 60
participants (Mage = 38.5, SDage = 11.4, 25 female).

Apparatus and Stimuli.

All stimuli were made in Microsoft Powerpoint and particular shapes are based on stimuli from
both van Lier, Leeuwenberg, & Helm (1995) and de Wit & Van Lier (2002). Refer to Figure 4 for
visualizations of the stimulus sets. The study structure was created using Testable
(www.testable.org). Participants used their personal computers and monitors for this experiment.
Testable offers a built in callibration feature to ensure pixel size is constant across monitors.
Assuming proper calibration and roughly 60 cm between the participants’ eyes and the screen we
can estimated the size of the retinal image. Each shape subtends roughly 4 to 6 degrees of visual
angle (DVA). The pair of shapes on a target slide subtends between 8 and 10 DVA and the
fixation cross ~1-2 DVA.
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Procedure:
Practice.

We designed three practice modules in an attempt to diminish anticipated experimental noise
associated with online presentation. Additionally, we reasoned that real-world amodal
completion typically occurs with familiar objects and shapes. The first practice module involves
simply familiarizing each participant with the shapes involved. Each participant saw each shape
set, with a button to advance that reads “I feel familiar with these shapes” (example in Figure 5).

Figure 5 — Familiarization slide for the star shape subset.

The second practice module tests this familiarization. It was designed to both push the
participant to generate completions when briefly presented with an occluded shape as well as
familiarize the participant with the response keys. The participant is shown a fixation cross for
500 ms (50 ms ISI), then a partially occluded object for 750 ms (17 ms ISI), lastly an unoccluded
shape. The participant then presses the [j] key if the unoccluded shape could have been the
partially occluded one or the [f] key if not. This training module was 12 trials long, with all 3
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occlusion primes followed by two correct completions and two incorrect completions.
Presentations were balanced and order was randomized. Incorrect responses are penalized with a
1000 ms long message informing the participant of the error (this method to incentivize correct
responses with time punishment and feedback is used throughout).

The third practice module trains the primary matching task of the experiment.
Participants were presented with a fixation cross for 500 ms (17ms ISI), followed by a pair of
shapes. They responded [j] if the pair matches [f] if it did not. There are 9 trials, three
permutations of pairs of unoccluded shapes per three shape sets. Order is randomized and
incorrect responses are punished (Example in Figure 6).

or

Figure 6 — Example of the third training module. The pictured prime type and shape is an amodal star.
The two pictured target conditions are a likely star and an unlikely cross.

Experimental Blocks.

In a given trial, the participant was shown a fixation cross from 500 ms (50 ms ISI), then a
priming stimulus for 750 ms (17 ms ISI), lastly a pair of unoccluded shapes (example in Figure
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7). Shapes from different shape sets were never included within the same trial. The participant
was asked to report whether the final pair of shapes match or not. Emphasis was placed on this
comparison being between the final pair of red shapes. It is unclear how a given prime would
affect RT on a mismatching trial; therefore, as in Sekuler and Palmer (1992), only matching trials
were analyzed.

or

Figure 7 — Example of a single experimental trial.

The priming stimulus varies and is either a partially occluded shape, a likely shape, an
unlikely shape, or a simple fixation cross (the fixation prime was left out of all further discussion
and analysis). There were 8 experimental blocks of 36 trials each, three permutations of
unoccluded target pairs per three shape sets per four prime types. Within an experimental block
the order of all trials is fully randomized. In total, each participant responded to 288 trials.

Results.
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Exclusions were based on a predetermined decision to remove all trials for which the response
time was faster than the fifth percentile (~300 ms across subjects) or slower than the ninety sixth
percentile (~1500 ms across subjects), leaving a skewed distribution with a mean of 682 ms.
Data was then log transformed for normality during all statistical tests. These percentile based
exclusions were used to clean all matching task data. As for participant level exclusions, any
participant scoring below a 90% correct on all trials was removed. Additionally, any participant
who had more than 10% of trials removed during the trial level exclusions was removed. This
left data from 48 participants (Mage = 39.7, SDage = 11.7, 20 female).

We analyzed only trials with correct responses to matching target pairs, as previous
literature indicates the priming effects are limited to trials involving matching test pairs (Beller,
1971; Sekuler and Palmer, 1992; de Wit and van Lier, 2002). Mean response times in
milliseconds for each prime type are plotted below in Figure 8. The target type is plotted on the
horizontal axis and mean response time on the vertical axis. This figure shows a replication of
the effects found previously: congruent primes lead to the fastest response times, followed by
amodal primes, followed by incongruent primes leading to the slowest response times. Again,
prime congruency refers to whether or not the unoccluded prime is the same completion (likely
or unlikely) as the matching target pair.
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Figure 8 — Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests indicated significant differences (p < 0.05) in all group means.
Note: for Likely targets, the difference in mean RT between Amodal and Likely Primes is far smaller in
magnitude (z = 2.856, p = 0.0119) than all other differences (|z| > 4, p < 0.0001), in line with the
aforementioned findings that amodal completion typically represents the Likely completion (Leeuwenberg,
& van der Helm, 1995a; Leeuwenberg, & van der Helm, 1995b; de Wit, & van Lier, 2002).

We fit two linear-mixed effect models in order to test the statistical significance of the
interaction between prime type (amodal, likely, unlikely) and target shape (likely, unlikely) as
predictors of log response time in R. Model A1 included the interaction term as well as the two

1

lme4::lmer(log(RT) ~ primeType * targetType + (primeType * targetType|id), data = dt.analysis)
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main effect terms, while model B2 only included the two main effects (Bates et al., 2015). We
planned a comparison between these two models to determine whether the interaction between
prime type and target shape was significant. An Anova test for variance determined that Model A
differed significantly from Model B, X2(2) = 67.055, p < 0.0001, indicating a statistically
significant prime type × target shape interaction.

Discussion.

We take these results as evidence of a reliable interaction effect of prime type and target shape
that we can test for in the subsequent extensions. Further, this legitimizes online presentation as a
method for investigating primed matching and amodal completion.

Experiment 2: Effects of working memory load on amodal priming
The goal of Experiment 2 was to integrate this amodal priming paradigm with the load theory of
attentional control outlined in Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding (2004). Lavie and colleagues
argue that their series of attentional load experiments demonstrate two general mechanisms of
attention selection: perceptual and cognitive. Experiment 2 deals with the latter. Lavie and
colleagues argue that there exists a cognitive control mechanism that filters out perceived
distractors. In applying working memory load manipulations to attentional tasks, they found that
distractor interference increases under high working memory load compared to low working
memory load (Lavie et al. 2004). Load theory holds that the cognitive control mechanism is

2

lme4::lmer(log(RT) ~ primeType + targetType + (primeType * targetType|id), data = dt.analysis)
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taxed by working memory load and is therefore unable to constrain attention and filter out
distractions. In Experiment 2, we apply this logic not to distractor processing but to priming.

While the afformentioned working memory studies investigated how load affected the
awareness of a distractor, we reasoned that these load effects likely interrupt priming in a similar
fashion. Working memory load would diminish the amount of downstream processing of the
prime. In other words, under load more visual information reaches the cognitive selection stage,
resulting in weaker attentional “resolution” of the prime. Such impaired later-stage processing of
the prime would lead to an attenuation of priming effects measured in response latency to
matching target pairs. We tested this reasoning by examining the main effect of working memory
load on response time. Moreover, amodal primes require a greater processing capacity than
unocluded primes, as amodal priming effects only appear after 200-400 ms of prime exposure
(Sekular & Palmer, 1992). Thus, we reasoned that working memory load could further attenuate
amodal priming (relative to unoccluded priming) if amodal completion still requires a greater
computational capacity by the cognitive selection stage. Therefore, the guiding hypothesis of
Experiment 2 holds that a greater effect of working memory load on amodal priming implicates
amodal completion as a higher-level cognitive process.

Methods:
The primary task of this experiment remains the same primed matching paradigm from
Experiment 1. Additionally, participants memorized strings of digits and were asked to confirm
or deny the existence of a memory probe; this is a replication of the working memory
manipulation used by Lavie et al. (2004).
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Subjects.

Participants were recruited in the exact same manner as in Experiment 1. We collected data from
119 participants (Mage = 40.5, SDage = 10.6, 49 female).

Apparatus and Stimuli.

All matching task stimuli were the same as Experiment 1. Working memory stimuli (number
strings) were generated using testable’s html feature. The high working memory load condition
consisted of strings of 6 digits which subtended about 6 DVA. The low working memory load
condition consisted of a single digit which subtended 1 DVA. The probe was also a single digit
of the same size. This operationalization was adapted from Lavie et al. (2004) and Fockhert &
Bremner (2011).

Procedure.
Training.

All training modules were the same as experiment 1. The working memory load task was
explained prior to beginning to the task, though no practice trials were included.

Experimental Blocks.
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The matching task was the same as Experiment 1. working memory load trials were wrapped
around subsets of three matching trials. A given block would start with a memory set followed
by three matching trials and then a memory probe. Incorrect responses to the probe were
punished with a screen informing the participant of the incorrect response and 1200 ms delay.
Participants were informed that correct responses triggered no feedback. After the memory
probe, a new working memory set was displayed and the order repeated. See Figure 9 for a
visual example.

Figure 9 — Example of the working memory load, primed matching dual-task. Pictured is a single
memory set and probe wrapped around three primed matching trials (only a single trial included in
figure). The pictured trial manipulations are as follows: load = high, shape = star, prime = amodal,
target shape = likely, target type = matching, probe = correct.

Blocks included 27 matching trials and 9 working memory load trials. Participants
completed one block with all high working memory load trials and one with all low working
memory load. Piloting determined that only one block of each working memory load condition
was sufficient to prevent fatiguing. Order of trials were counterbalanced and randomized.

Results.
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Trial level exclusions mirrored those from Experiment 1; only trials within the range of the fifth
(~300 ms) and ninety-sixth (~2000 ms) percentiles were retained. All the same participant level
exclusions were used as in Experiment 1. In addition, any participant with less than 85%
(average working memory task score) of working memory probes correctly identified was
removed. After exclusions, 62 participants (Mage = 40.0, SDage = 10.5, 25 female) remained.

In order to examine the main effect of load, we collapsed response time data by prime
congruency. Prime congruency refers to whether the unoccluded prime is the same shape as
target pair. A likely prime is considered congruent if and only if the target pair of shapes are both
likely completions. A likely prime is considered incongruent if and if the target pair of shapes are
both unlikely completions. As demonstrated in Figure 10, our manipulation was successful; we
see a main effect of load resulting in slowed response times under high working memory load
compared to low. Thus, our prediction that working memory load attenuates all priming effects
was correct. However, our prediction that the effect of load would interact with prime
congruency was not correct. The plot indicates that in both load conditions follow the same
general trend as previous literature and Experiment 1. Congruent primes lead to the fastest
response times, followed by amodal primes, followed by incongruent primes.
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Figure 10 — Group mean response times are plotted on the vertical axis, and working memory load
condition is plotted on the horizontal axis. Main effects were confirmed as significant using the same
method of running Anova tests on two linear mixed-effect models, one containing and one lacking the
effect term of interest (Working Memory Load, X2(1) = 110.05, p < 0.0001; Prime Congruency, X2(1) =
48.212, p < 0.0001).

We again fit two linear mixed-effect models to test for an interaction effect. This time
Model A3 included a two-way interaction term (prime congruency × load) in addition to the two
main effects. Model B4 included only the two main effect terms (Bates et al., 2015). The planned
3
4

lme4::lmer(logRT ~ PrimeCongruency * load + (load * PrimeCongruency|id), data = dt.analysis)
lme4::lmer(logRT ~ PrimeCongruency + load + (load * PrimeCongruency|id), data = dt.analysis)
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Anova failed to support our hypothesis, showing that Model A did not differ significantly from
Model B, X2(2) = 0.0674, p = 0.9669. Thus, we cannot support guiding hypothesis I which
predicted a two-way interaction between prime congruency × load.

Figure 11 — Group means are plotted on the vertical axis, and working memory load condition is plotted
on the horizontal axis. The left side of the plot includes data from trials with a likely target pair and the
right includes data from trials with an unlikely target pair.

In order to further scrutinize our data we plotted the data again, this time differentiating
by target-pair type (likely vs. unlikely, Figure 11). We subsetted the primary dataset and
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performed a similar test for two-way interaction between prime type × load within each target
type. We fit two models per likely target pair5 and unlikely target pair6 (Bates et al., 2015).
Analysis for variance on each pair of models indicated an insignificant two-way interaction
between prime type × load for both target pairs (likely: X2(2) = 1.3759, p = 0.5026; unlikely:
X2(2) = 0.1198, p = 0.9419).

Discussion.

These results indicate that amodal completion and its internal representation are not distinctly
supported by high-level cognitive systems involved in working memory and cognitive attentional
selection. At the cognitive selection stage, both unoccluded and amodally completed primes are
equally affected by working memory load. The results of Experiment 2 motivate deeper
investigation of our second guiding hypothesis, that amodal completion is differentially
represented by perceptual mechanisms early on in the processing stream. Experiment 3 is
designed to hone in this hypothesis.

Experiment 3: Effects of perceptual load on amodal priming
The goal of Experiment 3 was to test our second guiding hypothesis. We manipulated perceptual
load during the amodal primed matching task, in accordance with the aforementioned load theory
literature. As mentioned, research suggests that perceptual load affects early stage attentional

5
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lme4::lmer(logRT ~ primeType * load + (primeType * load|id), data = dt.likely)
lme4::lmer(logRT ~ primeType + load + (primeType * load|id), data = dt.likely)
lme4::lmer(logRT ~ primeType * load + (primeType * load|id), data = dt.unlikely)
lme4::lmer(logRT ~ primeType + load + (primeType * load|id), data = dt.unlikely)
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selection by limiting the amount of information perceived (Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding,
2004; Lavie, 2006; Cartwright-Finch, & Lavie, 2007). Tasks with low perceptual load allow
more visual information to be processed by the perceptual system and eventually reach
awareness. However, high perceptual load engages too many perceptual resources, limiting the
scope of information processed by the early visual system (Deutsch and Deutsch, 1963; Tipper,
1985; Lavie, 2006). Again, we apply this logic not to distractor processing nor change blindness
but to priming.

We reasoned that the bottleneck effects that attenuate distractor interference and change
detection under high perceptual load could similarly effect priming. Lower perceptual load
leaves more resources available to process early visual information. In the context of priming,
these resources are then used to process the prime itself. The prime is afforded greater resolution,
which would produce a stronger priming effect. When load is high, the early perceptual system
lacks the resources to provide the same level of clarity. In turn, the prime is obscured in
processing as evidenced by a greater response latency to the target. Again, the anticipated main
effect would be slower response times under high perceptual load compared to low. We have
established that at some stage, amodal completion requires a more intensive computation for
priming effects to emerge. We reasoned that perceptual load would have a more adverse effect on
response times in trials with amodal primes compared to unoccluded primes. That is, if this more
intensive computation occurs around the perceptual selection stage. In sum, we reasoned that
high perceptual load would create a perceptual bottleneck that generally decreased any priming
effects. Therefore, our guiding hypothesis II held that the perceptual load bottleneck would
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particularly diminish the processing of occluded shapes as evidenced by a decreased amodal
priming effect relative to the unoccluded priming effect.

Methods:
The primary task of this experiment remains the same primed matching paradigm from
Experiment 1. Additionally, participants performed a seach task of variable difficulty during
priming; this perceptual load manipulation is a replication of the one used by Lavie (2006).

Subjects.

Participants were recruited in the exact same manner as in the first two experiments. We
collected data from 119 participants (Mage = 41.89, SDage = 12.63, 53 female).

Apparatus and Stimuli.

All matching task stimuli were the same as experiment 1 aside from the priming slide. The
perceptual load manipulation involved surrounding the priming shape and occluder with 4
letters. The letters themselves subtended 1 DVA. They are located at 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees
surrounding the prime, at a radius of ~14 DVA from the center of the screen. Like the rest of the
matching stimuli, these updated priming slides were generated in Microsoft Powerpoint. In
addition to attending to the prime in the center of the screen, participants were instructed to
locate a target letter “X”. In the high load condition, the non-target letters were “Y”, “K”, or “V”.
In the low load condition, all non-target letters were “O”, producing a pop-out effect. This
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operationalization of perceptual load is adapted from Lavie (2006) and Cartwright-Finch &
Lavie (2007). The response screen included the same circular array of characters; however, this
time the locations were filled by “1”, “2”, “3”, and “4” and participants were instructed to press
the key associated with the location of the target letter on the priming screen. They were also
given the option to press the “0” (zero) key to indicate they did not find the target (Figure 6).

Procedure.
Training.

All training modules were the same as Experiments 1 and 2. The perceptual load task was
explained beforehand, and included 4 practice trials (2 per load condition). The perceptual load
practice trials involved the same 4 letter array surrounding, this time, a fixation cross displayed
for 750 ms. Participants were instructed to attend to the fixation cross and locate the target letter.
Each practice trial was repeated until the correct location was found.

Experimental Blocks.

The matching task progression remained the same as Experiments 1 and 2. A fixation cross was
displayed for 500 ms, followed by the prime screen for 750 ms (in this case the prime screen also
includes the perceptual array), ending with the slide displaying the target pair displayed until
response. At this point the perceptual load task response screen is displayed until response. After
reports of excessive difficulty during piloting, we inserted an inter-trial slide of 1 second that
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reminded participants to return their fingers to the [f] and [j] keys. Participants completed one
block of 216 trials, with full randomization and counterbalancing of high and low load trials. See
figure 12 for an example.

Figure 12 — Example of the perceptual load, primed matching dual-task. Pictured is a single trial of each
task, with the search set probe immediately following the target pair screen. The pictured trial
manipulations are as follows: load = high, shape = cross, prime = amodal, target shape = likely +
unlikely, target type = mismatching, target location = 4.

Note: the final slide reads: “Please press the number on your keyboard corresponding to the location of
the “X” on the initial slide. Take your time. And if you do not remember, simply press 0 (zero) on your
keyboard.”

Results.

Trial level exclusions were the same as those from Experiment 1 and 2; only trials within the
range of the fifth (~300 ms) and ninety-sixth (~3500 ms) percentiles were retained. Previous
participant level exclusions based on matching task performance were used again. In addition,
we removed any participant with less than 80% of perceptual load condition targets correctly
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located. This cutoff was chosen because high perceptual memory load targets were located at a
75% success rate and low load targets at a rate of 85%. After exclusions, 74 participants (Mage =
42.18, SDage =12.35, 35 female) remained.

Figure 13 displays yet again the group means separated by prime congruency and load.
We see a successful manipulation of load, with even low perceptual load drastically decreasing
response times relative to Experiment 1 and 2. Again there exists the trend of group mean
response time being fastest for congruent primes, followed by amodal primes, followed by
incongruent primes. However, in the high load conditions there seems to be a signal that amodal
primes result in response times more similar to the incongruent prime.
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Figure 13 — Group mean response times are plotted on the vertical axis, and perceptual load condition is
plotted on the horizontal axis. Significant main effects were confirmed significant using the same method
of running Anova tests on two linear mixed-effect models one containing and one lacking the effect term
of interest (Perceptual load, X2(1) = 52.807, p < 0.0001; Prime Congruency, X2(1) = 26.323, p < 0.0001).

We performed the same interaction analysis as Experiment 2. Again, Model A7 included
the two way interaction term (prime congruency × load) in addition to the two main effect terms.
Model B8 included only these two main effect terms (Bates et al., 2015). This time the two-way
interaction was significant with the analysis of variance returning a statistically significant
7
8

lme4::lmer(logRT ~ primeCongruency * load + (load * primeCongruency|id), data = dt.analysis)
lme4::lmer(logRT ~ primeCongruency + load + (load * primeCongruency|id), data = dt.analysis)
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difference between the models, X2(2) = 7.5605, p = 0.02282. We take this as support for the
guiding hypothesis II, that amodal completion occurs at a processing stage that is also taxed by
perceptual load, differently from processing non-occluded shapes.

To scrutinize these results further, we again subsetted the data by target pair to test for
significant two-way interactions (Figure 14). Fitting two linear mixed-effects models per dataset,
one included two main effects terms (prime type and load) and the other included these main
effects as well as an interaction term (prime type × load). Results of the Anova were mixed. For
likely target pairs, the two-way interaction was not significant, X2(2) = 4.5676, p = 0.1019. For
unlikely target pairs, the two-way interaction was significant, X2(2) = 6.1135, p = 0.04704. We
take this as qualifying support for our hypothesis not subverting it.
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Figure 14 — Group means are plotted on the vertical axis, and perceptual load condition is plotted on the
horizontal axis. The left side of the plot includes data from trials with a likely target pair and the right
includes data from trials with an unlikely target pair.

Lastly, post-hoc Tukey HSD pairwise analysis indicated that the magnitude of all
differences in means were diminished with increased load (Table 1). Difference in difference
analysis indicated that congruent primes were more affected by perceptual load than amodal
primes as evidenced by a greater decrease in group mean response time. On the other hand,
amodal primes were more affected by perceptual load than incongruent primes. By hypothesis
we would have expected amodal primes to be more affected by load than both (congruent and
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incongruent) unoccluded primes. Ultimately, the pairwise analysis did not shed light on whether
this interaction is mediated by clear differences in complexity of the internal representations.
However, results confirm the hypothesized interaction between prime congruency and perceptual
load.

Table 1 — Results from running emmeans(lm0, specs = pairwise ~ primeCongruency, by = c("load"),
lmer.df = "asymptotic") where lm0 is linear model A (Bates et al., 2015).

Discussion.

The results from Experiment 3 provide evidence in support of our second guiding hypothesis,
that amodal completion is differently represented early on in the perceptual hierarchy. However,
the secondary analysis casts a shred of doubt on our conclusions in that the interaction effect of
prime type × load is only significant for unlikely target types. We would like to qualify this
doubt. Within the likely target pair data subset, the interaction effect exists despite not being
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significant. The interaction effect of the prime type × load for likely targets (F = 2.3225, p >
0.05) is still roughly 75% of the same interaction effect for unlikely targets (F = 3.0905, p <
0.05) (Bates et al., 2015). We attribute this difference to the greater computational cost necessary
to compute multiple possible amodal completions. The effect of perceptual load on amodal
completion is less clear for likely targets, as the serialized completion process more quickly
generates the likely completion. For unlikely targets, this same effect is more evident as the
completions generated later in the amodal completion process are more susceptible to a
perceptual bottleneck.

The pairwise comparison analysis was performed to further investigate. In particular,
response times were slowed the greatest amount after being primed by an unoccluded congruent
completion. This trend would support an interpretation that amodal completions are less
susceptible to load at the perceptual stage. Such diminished susceptibility points to a
computationally cheaper representation at this point, for example the aforementioned “fuzzy”
representation. However, mean response times for amodal primes are more affected by load than
unnoccluded incongruent completions. Following the same logic as before, this trend would then
indicate that amodal completion is actually computationally more expensive at the perceptual
stage, supporting the serial completion hypothesis. Thus, the effect of load on priming must also
depend on the extent to which the prime influences response time without perceptual load.
Therefore to answer this question of “fuzzy” vs. serialized representations, we cannot rely on
comparison of group mean response times within the context of primed matching. Instead, we
appeal to the previously discussed results of an increased effect size and significance of the
prime type × load interaction for unlikely targets compared to likely targets.
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In conclusion, we interpret our results to indicate that humans amodally generate multiple
completions in series. Occluded primes prime different completions at different latencies by
order of shape properties, so perceptual load interferes more with the latter amodal completions.
As we turn to a more general discussion we will further qualify these results.

General Discussion
The present paper has provided further support for the automaticity of amodal completion in
demonstrating amodal priming effects outside of a controlled laboratory setting. This conclusion
is based on results of Experiment 1. Additionally, Experiment 2 failed to provide significant
evidence that cognitive mechanisms involved in working memory differentially represent the
amodal completions and fully visible shapes. In short, guiding hypothesis I was not supported,
though we do not necessarily take this as a complete subversion of hypothesis I. Further research
can clarify this point. Finally, Experiment 3 did provide evidence that early perceptual
mechanisms differentially represent the automatic amodal completion via the observed
interaction effects between perceptual load and prime congruency. Guiding Hypothesis II was
supported to a degree, insofar as our post-hoc reasoning that multiple amodal completions are
computed serially is supported.

How do our data and analysis cast light on our initial question? We have found that there
is a sense in which we compute multiple possible visual worlds regardless of attentional
impairments. Furthermore, impairments to the perceptual stage of attentional selection effect the
filling-in process of seeing the world around us. While vision in general can be moderated by
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disruptions to both the cognitive and perceptual stages of attention, vision of partially occluded
objects is most disrupted at the perceptual stage. Thus, our results indicate that the early
perceptual system supports the construction and representation of possibilities in the visual
world.

In this section, we will first attempt to address the limitations of our study and second, the
possible applications of our study with respect to these three main conclusions, and in so doing
we hope to offer possible avenues for further research.

Limitations
In this section we will examine the strengths and limitations of this paper. In particular, we will
consider the quality of the operationalizations, generalizability, causal reasoning, and statistical
analysis.

Operationalizations.

This paper relies on three main construct related operationalizations: (amodal) prime effects,
working memory load, and perceptual load. Throughout this study we have assumed that
response time effects on the matching task are indicative of some form of internal representation
of the prime. This assumption is based on results from Beller (1971). Similarly, we have also
assumed that the degree to which an amodal prime decreases response time to a target pair,
reflects the similarity between the internal representation of the amodal prime and the target pair.
This assumption is also based on prior research (Sekuler, & Palmer, 1992; van Lier,
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Leeuwenberg, & van der Helm, 1995a; van Lier, Leeuwenberg, & van der Helm, 1995b; de Wit,
& van Lier, 2002). In sum, in our appeals to prior research we deem as valid our inferences about
internal shape representation operationalized by the primed matching paradigm.

What about working memory load and its operationalization as varied lengths of digit
memorization? Load theory holds that performance changes as a result of working memory load
demonstrate the existence of cognitive attentional selection of task relevant stimuli. This too is
supported by prior research (Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding, 2004; De Fockert & Bremner,
2011). In detecting a main effect of load, we provided further evidence that increased memory
set sizes interfere with task performance. However, it is possible to doubt previous researchers’
claims that this load effect relates specifically to cognitive attentional selection. In many ways
load theory’s cognitive selection mechanism is defined by the task itself. These doubts are
closely related to questions of criterion validity— whether other operationalizations intended to
interfere with cognitive attentional selection lead to similar results. So we would qualify our null
findings in Experiment 2 to be in relation to the task itself. Specifically, verbal working memory
load does not differentially affect attention to representations of amodal and fully visible shapes.
Accordingly, testing other operationalizations of working memory load such as visual working
memory, are possible avenues for further research.

Perceptual load and its operationalization as a concurrent visual search task leads to
similar questions the validity of our constructs. According to load theory, such a search task
limits visual attention by limiting computational resources available to the perceptual selection
mechanism. Again, the evidence in support of this theory guided our assumptions throughout the
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present study (Lavie, Hirst, De Fockert, & Viding, 2004; Cartwright-Finch & Lavie, 2007). We
again want to scrutinize the extent to which this search task taxes the intended perceptual
selection mechanism in the context of our experiment. An alternative explanation for search task
effects on priming could appeal to the time participants spent foveating and/or attending to the
prime as mediating the observed effects. Sekuler and Palmer (1992) demonstrated that the time
exposed to the amodal prime mediates the priming effect; with amodal priming effects only
appearing for trials with prime durations of 200-400 ms or greater. This effect is somewhat
controlled for in the sense that both load conditions could result in less time attending to the
prime. However, there is still a possibility that the interaction effect is not a result of taxed
perceptual selection but rather that higher perceptual load sets draw (covert and overt) attention
away from the prime for longer. Thus we will similarly qualify our results to be in relation to this
implementation of perceptual load. Ultimately, testing other operationalizations of working
memory load, using eye tracking software, or controlling for average time taken to locate the
search target could address possible confounders.

Generalizability.

Much of the threats to generalizability in the present study are not extraordinary in the realm of
psychophysics and online, crowd-sourcing experiments. In relying on high quality MTurkers via
Cloud Research, we may introduce a sampling bias toward individuals with a particular aptitude
for online tasks and studies. Furthermore, our stimulus set is highly simplistic and may not result
in trends easily generalizable to real world objects and phenomena. Despite its simplicity, the
fact that a partially occluded shape has more than one possible completion, bolsters the external
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validity. We contend that our study has quite strong external validity in another respect as well.
The reported findings were observed in individuals using a personal computer and so are
generalizable to the ecologically ubiquitous environment of a personal computer.

Causal Reasoning.

As discussed in the methods sections, trials in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 are
randomized to Testable’s fullest potential and each participant sees each stimulus an equivalent
amount of times, limiting the influence of order effects and history as threats to internal validity.
On the other hand, the structure of Experiment 2 encumbered Testable’s randomization and
ordering software. Due to the aforementioned dual-task wrapping structure of this experiment,
we were forced to manually randomize the order of trial presentation with a latin square design,
randomly selecting latin square permutations. We saw a successful main effect which tempers
these doubts, but it is still possible the pseudo-randomization lead to some for of order or history
effects accounting for observed results. In short, particularly in Experiment 2 we find limited yet
existent confounders to causal attribution that could be addressed with different presentation
software such as jsPsych (de Leeuw, 2015).

Statistical Analysis.

The primary threat to statistical validity in this study is related to the aforementioned threats to
causal reasoning unique to Experiment 2. During piloting we found participants took a long time
to complete implementations of the experiment containing too many trials. In order to prevent
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attrition from further threatening internal validity we limited the number of trial repetitions. After
the exclusions and data cleaning described in the methods sections, Experiment 2 data analysis
included 62 participants and 2,169 trials, while Experiment 3 data analysis included 74
participants and 10,272 trials. This difference in quantity of response time observations likely
influenced the significance values of statistical tests. Despite the size differences, there was less
variance in the response time data we analyzed in Experiment 2 (mean RT = 823.94, SD =
282.81) than in Experiment 3 (mean RT = 1239.05, SD = 552.35). Regardless of significance, the
two-way interaction of load and prime congruency effect size detected in Experiment 3 (F =
3.7547) is two orders of magnitude larger than that of Experiment 2 (F = 0.0335). Thus, the
effect size detected in Experiment 3 is still an order of magnitude greater than that found in
Experiment 2, even when diving effect size by number of observations. In short, the limited
quantity of trials in Experiment 2 threatens statistical validity (and internal validity), but it is a
necessary tradeoff with other threats, and proves unproblematic when controlling for dataset size.

Conclusion.
The experiments and results documented herein indicate that amodal completion can be studied
via online task distribution; amodal completion is somehow computationally distinct in early
perceptual regions; and amodal completion computes multiple representations of possible
completions serially.
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